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Abstract

This paper discusses how we generate a VHDL code for a DSP application described in a data flow graph (DFG). Because the generated VHDL code contains only synthesizable constructs and implements details of control logics we can easily transform it into a running hardware module using logic synthesis tools. This facility is very useful for DFG based high level system design tools including our co-design framework PeaCE (Potlerne extension as Codesign Environment).

1 Introduction

In this several years HDLs have gained considerable popularity because they provide hardware designers with software-like development process and help them to complete complex chip design projects successfully. While HDL still plays very important role in system design, there is also increasing need for easier and more intuitive method for system description. Moreover, emerging approaches for high level system design are requiring specification method of higher level of abstraction than HDL which are biased to hardware model.

Among many candidates of higher level specification methods, data flow graph (DFG) has some attractive merits such as intuitiveness and readability. Many high level system design approaches adopt DFG as system specification method instead of HDL [1] [2] [3]. Our co-design environment PeaCE (Potlerne extension as Codesign Environment) which is being developed in Seoul National University also uses a DFG along with VHDL [3].

While we design a digital system based on a DFG representation, we need to generate HDL codes for simulation or synthesis. During simulation stage, because designers are concerned with operation in higher abstraction level, HDL codes can be free from many details of a real system. But the situation is quite different in stage of synthesis. Such as register initialization and appropriate clocking should be implemented for correct operation. Thus, we should consider all the details of hardware signals such as reset, enable, and clock.

Currently there exist some tools which support HDL generation for synthesis from DFG [1] [4] [5]. But most of them are not concerned with DFG transformation (or algorithm transformation) issue which can contribute to performance of hardware significantly [1] [5], and in some cases they even fail to provide correct behaviour of synthesized hardware [4]. While some systems are concerned with fine-grain DFG [6], we are mainly interested in synthesizable VHDL code generation from coarse-grain DFG. In a coarse-grain DFG, each node is defined with pseudo-VHDL code describing its functionality. To guarantee correctness of the behavior of synthesized hardware, we automatically build control structures in the generated VHDL code. And to improve the performance of hardware we provide parallelizing facility and pipelining scheduler which presents designers with system of optimal throughput. The generated VHDL code is synthesized into a real hardware module by logic synthesis tools without any modification.

The following sections contain discussions about correctness and performance of the generated hardware, which are two important issues in VHDL generation for synthesis. Next, we provide a design example and the result obtained with PeaCE. Finally we make conclusion by clarifying what is done and what is not yet.

2 Correctness of Operation

The DFG model in PeaCE is based on the synchronous data flow (SDF) graph [7] which has been widely used among DSP designers. In a SDF graph, any node can be fired only after all of its input samples are prepared, and every state register has an initial token. While we generate a VHDL code we should implement these semantics carefully in the code so that the resulting hardware may have the behaviour intended by the original DFG. This is the concept of correctness. By correctness we mean that a VHDL description and the synthesized hardware should have the same input/output characteristics as that of the original DFG.

In PeaCE we implement semantics of DFG with automatically generated control logics such as multiplexer, register and reset, enable signals.

Any feedback in DFG needs a state register (or a delay register) and during the first iteration it should produce designated initial token. In Fig.1(a) node B shows this case. As illustrated in Fig.1(b), this requirement can be realized by a register and a multiplexer, one of whose inputs is a constant
source and controlled by a reset signal [4]. All the reset signals feeding multiplexers are controlled by a central reset generator, which is triggered by external system wide reset.

To control the firing timing of each node, we add registers to proper output ports [4] and synthesize an enable generator, which asserts an enable signal to an output register when the output sample is prepared and makes the register hold the value until the successor completes its execution. By doing so every node can start its new execution at proper time with correct inputs. Fig.1(c) depicts the structure of the firing control logics. As well as output registers all state registers are also controlled by the central enable generator.

A reset generator and an enable generator are centralized rather than distributed in each node. Any signal controller synthesized by PeaCE has a counter-based architecture and the operation of a node is related to the iteration period of a system; therefore if we allocate a signal controller for each node, most of controllers may have the same counter structure in them. In this situation by centralizing the controllers we can save the silicon area [5].

3 Performance of The Synthesized Circuit

Performance is another important issue in the VHDL generation. Performance of a circuit can be characterized by latency, iteration period, power consumption, and so on. Among many existing approaches to improve the performance of a circuit, PeaCE mainly relies on DFG transformation and scheduling techniques. DFG transformation contains a large scope of techniques such as pipelining, parallelizing [4], unfolding [8][9], retiming [10], and look-ahead transformation [11].

PeaCE first transforms a given DFG into a homogeneous graph, where each port of a node consumes or produces only one sample per iteration [2][4]. By this transformation, we can parallelize a multi-rate system into a single-rate system. Compared to such tools that do not support this facility [1][5] we can provide designers with shorter iteration period of the synthesized hardware by parallelizing multi-rate nodes.

As well as parallelizing, currently PeaCE supports automatic pipelining to implement an optimal iteration period. We implements functional pipelining with output registers of each node and behavioral description of an enable controller. When PeaCE performs pipelining, it consults the required iteration period of the system and execution time of each node, given in the unit of one system clock tick (each nodes are assumed as a combinational logic). No additional registers are needed because existing output registers [4] can function as pipeline registers. The central enable generator feeds enable signals so that hardware may operate at optimum iteration rate.

Although pipelining is very useful for feed-forward DFGs but it is not applicable to such DFGs that contain feedback loops. [10] So we are now developing unfolding transformation which can enhance the performance of the DFGs with feedback. No one transformation (and scheduling) technique alone can satisfy diverse requirements of digital system designs. [11] So it is desirable that a high level design tool like PeaCE provides designers with many choices and let them choose and apply appropriate transformation techniques according to their own tastes. In PeaCE, we separate the modules for graph transformation and scheduling from the other parts of the kernel so that any newly developed technique can be easily integrated to the existing framework. Thanks to this approach most of scheduling techniques can be implemented by simply substituting the VHDL processes of reset and enable generators with new codes.

4 VHDL Code Generation

In this section we show how to generate a VHDL code from a DFG. A sample DFG is illustrated in Fig.2. The number in a parenthesis means the execution time of each node; Node A and C take 2 clock cycles for execution, and Node B takes 3 clock cycles. And two feedback delay elements (D1, D2) are given by user, while pipelining registers (P1, P2, and P3) are inserted by PeaCE automatically.

The maximum throughput of this pipelined DFG can be implemented as the iteration period of 3 clock cycles. The VHDL code in Fig.3 is for an enable generator which feeds all registers in circuit, so that they have activation period of 3 clock cycles. The main body of the VHDL code consists of reset_loop and main_loop. reset_loop synchronizes the operation of an enable generator to the system wide reset and main_loop implements periodic activation of registers.

Along with pipelining registers, this DFG should also have two multiplexors to implement initial values of D1 and D2, we should provide a reset generator to control that multiplexors. During the first iteration, Multiplexors should select the initial values instead of the latched values (refer to Fig.1(b)). And because the iteration period is 3 clock cycles, Multiplexors for D1 and D2 must provide the initial values until 6th and 9th cycle respectively.

The VHDL code for a reset generator which controls the multiplexors is provided in Fig.4. The process body consists of 3 loops – reset_loop, main_loop, and hold_loop. Compared to the code of an enable generator in Fig.3, hold_loop is newly inserted. This is because the operation of a reset generator is not periodic, while that of an enable generator is periodic. A multiplexor for a delay element should pass the initial value during the first iteration, but for the following iterations, it should pass the signal of a delay register. hold_loop is an infinite loop which implements this requirement.

5 An Experiment

To make the argument on correctness and performance more clear we take a part of QAM system as an example application. [3] The Fig.5(a) shows the DFG of the final stage in
Figure 3: The VHDL code for an enable generator

```vhdl
Entity EnableGenerator is
  port( CLK : IN boolean, -- system clock
         RST : IN boolean, -- system reset
         P1, P2, P3, D1, D2 : OUT boolean );
end EnableGenerator;

Architecture Rev of EnableGenerator is begin
  -- For synchronization with system reset
  Reset_loop: loop
    P1 <= FALSE; P2 <= FALSE; P3 <= FALSE;
    D1 <= FALSE; D2 <= FALSE;
  -- Main loop of the iteration period 3
  Main_loop: loop
    -- State 1
    wait until CLK'event and CLK=TRUE;
    if RST=TRUE then exit Reset_loop; and if;
    P1 <= FALSE; P2 <= FALSE; P3 <= FALSE;
    D1 <= FALSE; D2 <= FALSE;
    -- State 2
    wait until CLK'event and CLK=TRUE;
    if RST=TRUE then exit Reset_loop; and if;
    -- State 3
    wait until CLK'event and CLK=TRUE;
    if RST=TRUE then exit Reset_loop; and if;
    P1 <= TRUE; P2 <= TRUE; P3 <= FALSE;
    D1 <= TRUE; D2 <= TRUE;
    end loop; -- Main_loop
    end loop; -- Reset_loop
  and Process;
  end Rev; -- Architecture
```

Figure 5: (a) A DFG representation of a module of QAM
(b) A block diagram of the synthesized hardware

QAM. This sub-system consists of a ramp counter, cosine and sin generators, multipliers and adders.

From this DFG, we generated a VHDL code and synthesized it using Synopsys’ Design Compiler. The hardware contains 1 multiplexer for initialization of the ramp counter, because it requires a state register. And 7 output registers are also added in proper places. The multiplexer and registers are connected to the automatically generated reset and enable generators, which have pipeline schedule codes to control the system. When all data lines are implemented in 8 bit width, the control logic part takes about 30% of total system area. And pipelining transformation improves the throughput of the hardware by 22% when system clock has 50MHz frequency. These results are illustrated in Fig.5(b) and Table 1.

6 Conclusions

We implemented the VHDL code generation feature for a data flow graph in codesign framework PeaCE(Prolemy extension as Codesign Environment). The VHDL code is synthesizable without any modification and contains automatically created control logics so that the correctness of operation is guaranteed. And PeaCE performs pipelining transformation so that it may provides an optimal iteration pe-
period for a given DFG. As well as pipelining, PeaCE also provides parallelizing facility for multi-rate DFGs.

Aside from existing facilities, there are some topics which are to be considered and solved. Currently, PeaCE cannot generate VHDL codes for the DFGs of dynamic behavior which allows asynchronous arrival of input samples, varying sample rate, and change of execution time of a node. And many of graph transformation features are not implemented yet. Because some graph transformations require duplication of the same node, resource sharing among these nodes is another issue to be addressed. These problems are currently under research or remains for future works.
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